Monitored Actions and Behaviors

- **Room illumination level** - Confirms adequate lighting for the best quality recording
- **Sound level** - Detects audio abnormalities and multiple voices
- **Facial detection** – Detects the user’s face as well as multiple faces in the testing environment
- **Profile view** - Creates an alert if the test-taker’s head disappears from view
- **Motion detection**– Sudden or strange movements generate alerts for review
- **Remote control** – Detects if an answer is submitted without a face present
- **Outside materials** – Creates an alert when a face is not detected in the camera view
- **Browser Tab Tracking** - Alert is created if a test-taker attempts to open a tab which has been disabled for an exam
- **URL tracking** - Each URL visited during an exam is logged for review
- **Copy/paste prevention** - Functions are prevented if the feature is disabled and flagged if attempted
- **Printing** - Printing is disabled during exams
- **Multiple displays** - The user is prevented from using multiple displays to broadcast exam content to a third party
- **Window sizing** - Attempts to modify the size of the testing window are logged or disabled depending on exam requirements

ProctorU Game Changers

- **Live exam session viewing** - Administrators can view exams in real time
- **Real-time alerts** - Flagged incidents are recorded as an exam takes place
- **Multiple browser support** - Support for Chrome & Firefox (Safari and Edge coming soon)
- **Partner feedback** - ProctorU Auto features, functionality and platform were directly developed using partner feedback and requests
- **Supervised Machine learning** - Platform learns from each exam processed and gets smarter with time
- **Live support** - Support available 24/7 for users and administrators
- **Professional review** - Trained online proctors can provide incident review
- **Location tracking** - Testing location of a user can be tracked
- **WebRTC foundation** - Receive real-time alerts instantly
- **Chromebooks** - Supported by Auto platform